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We treat abelian extensions obtained by adjoining section points of 
certain formal groups to a ground local number field. The absolute endo- 
morphism rings of formal groups here are not necessarily maximal. A 
formula of the norm residue symbols for such extensions is given explicitly. 
We use the Lubin-Tate results which were concerned with the case of 
formal groups having maximal orders as their absolute endomorphism 
rings. 
Lubin-Tate [4] gave an explicit formula for norm residue symbols in 
certain cases by making use of formal complex multiplication in local 
fields. 
Our aim in this note is to generalize the Lubin-Tate formula in the 
number field case by means of formal groups having sufficiently many 
multiplications. Namely, we consider formal groups on one parameter 
which are defined over the integer ring in an extension of a given ground 
field k of degree R Then we extend the Lubin-Tate reciprocity law to the 
case of such a formal group of height n that its absolute endomorphism 
ring is an order in k, which is not necessarily maximal order. This procedure 
is entirely parallel to the multiplication theory of abelian varieties with 
sufficiently many complex multiplications. Our argument in the sequel 
owes much to the method used in the proof of the main theorem in Shimura 
and Taniyama [5]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our notations and terminologies are mostly the same as those in 
Lubin [2], [3]. 
Let k be a local number field, i.e. a finite extension of the rational 
p-adic number field Q,,, and n be its degree over QP. Take a finite extension 
field k. of k. Then we denote by XJ,,, &, respectively the ring of all 
integers in ko, k. 
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We take a formal Lie group F,,(X, Y) of height n on one parameter 
defined over DkO, whose absolute endomorphism ring End F0 is an order 
D in k. The group law F0 defines naturally a module structure on the 
maximal ideal 9JI in the ring of all integers in the algebraic closure QP of 
QP. It yields an D-module F,#N). 
Let F(X’, Y) be a full group law defined over the ring Dk, which is of 
height n and of type k. Therefore we have c(End F) = Dk by a canonical 
isomorphism mapping c. This group F is called the Lubin-Tate group, 
which is characterized by its Frobenius endomorphism [4], [6]. 
The inverse mapping of c will be denoted by r. The canonical mapping c 
and its inverse z for the group law F,, will be denoted by c0 and r0 for the 
sake of convenience. 
From a result of Lubin [3] the group law FO is isogenous with the law F, 
if the ground field is enlarged sufficiently. Indeed, if we denote by & the 
unique completion of the integer ring in the maximal unramified extension 
of kO, then F,, and F are &,-isogenous. But F,, in general can not be 
defined over ok. We give such a group law in the following proposition. 
Our proof of the proposition is quite similar to the one for Theorem 3.3 
of Lubin [3]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that there exists an order D in k, whose conductor 
is equal to the prime ideal (n). Then a group law FO of height n, which has the 
property cO(End F,,) = D, can not be dejined over any unramljied integer 
ring over Q. 
ProojI Let T(FJ denote the Tate module for F,,. The module T(FJ is a 
free DoP-module of rank n and also a free End F,,-module of rank 1 [3]. 
Then we have an exact sequence 
0 -P i,,(n)T(FJ + T(FJ + kernel of r,,(n) + 0. 
Indeed, the factor module T(FO)/z,,(x)T(FO) is isomorphic to the finite 
P-group ~~Mr&r)~J~ h { J w ere a means the finite group of order p*, the 
kernel of z,,(p) in F&WI). The latter group is also isomorphic to the group 
of kernel of rO(n) by the mapping r,,(rr ‘-‘), where e means the ramification 
index of k. Hence there is a natural mapping from T(FO) onto the kernel 
of Z,,(Z), as stated in the above. We suppose here that the group law F,-, is 
defined over the integer ring Dk, in some unramified extension k’ of k. 
Then all the elements of the ring End F,, are naturally defined over &. 
Let q denote the number of elements of the residue class field of k. 
Then the series r,Jrc)(X) has the first unit coefficient in degree q. The 
Weierstrass preparation theorem shows that there exist a manic poly- 
nomial P(X) o X+,[Xj of degree q- 1, whose lower degree coefficients are 
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all non-unit integers, and a power series U(X) e QJX]] with a unit U(O) 
such that zO(n)(X)/X = P(X)U(X) holds. By comparing the constant terms 
of both sides we see that the polynomial P(X) is an Eisenstein’s polynomial 
over &. Therefore P(X) is irreducible over k’. Hence there exists no 
proper G( &,/k’)-stable sublattice ~5 such that z,,(x)T(F,,) c L c T(FO) from 
the exact sequence above, where G( @k’) means the automorphism group 
of &, with respect to k’. 
Let M be a maximal ideal in the ring End F,,. Then it is evident that 
End F,, and M are both G(&,/k’)-stable. It holds that zo(~)T(Fo) 
c MT(FJ c T(Fo), since a maximal ideal c&4) contains (n). This latter 
fact can be easily seen from the definition of the conductor (x) of D. From 
this and the above we conclude zo(n)T(Fo) = MT(F& i.e. ~o(n)-lMZ’(F,,) 
= T(F,,). This means M c rO(n) End F. from a theorem of Lubin ([3], 
Th. 3.1). Hence we have M = Z&Z)). This shows that c,, (End Fo) is a 
discrete valuation ring. Therefore it is integrally closed in k, which 
contradicts the assumption ce (End F,,) = D. 
Remark 1. When k is not totally ramified, there is always such an order 
in k that its conductor is the prime ideal (z) in k. See [7]. 
Remark 2. It may occur that a special kind of group laws F,, can be 
defined over an unramified integer ring over Q. See [6]. 
We assume hereafter that F,, and Fare isogenous over Q When k,Jk 
is totally ramified, this assumption can be realized, if Fis suitably changed. 
In general case this situation occurs also always, if the law F,, is suitably 
chosen for the given order D. See [3]. 
As F. and Fare isogenous over QO, there exist nonzero homomorphism 
jg Horn&F,,, F), g o HomoJF, FO) such that gf= z,,(#),fg = r(#) hold 
for some 1. Denoting the conductor of the order 0 by e, there always exist 
such a group law F,, and an isogeny g for p’ = 0 (mod e) from a theorem 
of Lubin. 
The finite subgroup lj = g(g), the kernel of g, is contained in the kernel 
%(p’, F(‘iUl)) = {A e F(m); z(p’)*A = 01 of the natural multiplication z(pl). 
It is well known that the isogeny g induces a homomorphism from 
F(m) onto F,,(?.U3) with a finite kernel [3]. Furthermore g is an operator 
homomorphism, when the both F(!lJl), F,-,(!#3) are regarded as D-modules. 
In fact, we have zo(a)gF = to(a)F,g = F,,zo(a)g for a ED by gF = F,,g. 
Hence we have j&(a)gF = Ff&(a)g by making use offF,-, = Fj So we have 
fz,-,(a)g E End F. Therefore there is an element /3 E Q such that &(a)g 
= @), from which z&a)g = g@) follows. Comparing the coefficients 
we obtain /I =p’a. Thus we have gr(a) = r,,(a)g for each a E D. 
NOW, if &, is a point of finite order on F&Dl), then the point A1 on 
F(%N) satisfying A,, = g(&) is also of finite order. 
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2. FIELD op SECTION POINTS 
We next concern ourselves with a field of section points on F,,(m). Let 
a point A0 of finite order on F&l.B) be given. Then we fix a point A1 on 
F(!IX) such that A,, = g&). 
Take a power pr such that p’ = 0 (mod p’), ~(pr)-I.~ = 0 and let t be a 
proper (pr)-section point on F(m). Since the number of all @‘)-section 
points is pr”, wee see %(pr, F(m)) = @,J * t, It follows from pr z 0 (mod pl) 
that Jj c %(pr, F(‘34)). Therefore there exists a lattice nt such that 
Dk 2 m 3 p’X& and lj = r(m)* t hold. Then we see immediately the order 
S&, of the lattice nt to be equal to D. For we have gi(a)lj = zO(a)gQ = 0 
for a E X3, whence i(a)*h c h. It follows from this that r(am) c r(m), i.e. 
a e D,,,. Conversely, am c m yields I(a)I) c lj, and so gl(a)Ij = 0. Hence 
%(gl(a)) 3 3(g). Then there exists an element a’ E End F0 such that 
a’g = gt(a). But we have necessarily a’ = l&a), a E D. 
PROPOSITION 2. The notation being the same as in the above, we have 
MO = Wcl~. 
ProoJ Suppose that the field kO(r) is elementwise left fixed by an auto- 
morphism 0 e G(&/Qp). In particular, t” = t holds. It follows from this 
that r = i(rny+t” = r(rn)*Y = z(m)*t = lj. For the point A1 E Y(p’,F(?UI)) 
there is an element j? e 5& such that A1 = r(/.I)* t holds. Hence we have- 
A: = g&Y = dW = d~W0 = da?)*0 = dJ1) = Ah 
which means kO(t) ZI k&J. 
The formal multiplication theory for the group law F shows that k(r) 
is a totally ramified abelian extension of k, whose reciprocity law mapping 
will be denoted by (*, k(t)/k). Moreover we have then the Lubin-Tate 
formula 
+a - I, NW) = l(a)-f 
for any unit a in k. See [4]. 
This fact combined with Proposition 2 gives us that kO(&,) is an abelian 
extension of kO. 
We have 
PROPOSITION 3. The subgroup HA0 of the Galois group G = G(k,,(t)/k,,), 
which corresponds to the subfield kO(AO), is given by 
HA0 = {o E G; elk(t) = (a, k(t)/k), a = 1 (mod w)}, 
where ID means an ideal in D dejmed by ID = {y E D; I&)-&, = 0} and 
elk(t) denotes the restriction of CT on k(t). 
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Pro06 Assume that k,,(&) is elementwise left fixed by an element 
u e G&(f)/&). From 1; = &,, g” = g it follows that v = h, i.e. 
r(nt)P = r(nt)f. From the Lubin-Tate result there is an element & E End F 
such that PJ = P’. Set p,, = r(a), a E Q and then we have z(m)t = r(ma)l, 
which shows am c m and a e XI. On the other hand, AI = or with 
/I E Q yields 
2; = l(fl).tO = @a)*t = @$).t = r(a)-&. 
Hence we see 
A() = i; = g(q) = g(1(a)&) = 1&)g&) = If)(a)-&, 
that is, (I - z&a))*& = 0. Thus we have a z 1 (mod ru). The muhiphcation 
theory for F shows that P = r(a)* f means ilk = (a-‘, k(t)/k). 
Conversely, take an element rr E G(kO(t)/kO) such that oik(t) 
= (a-r, k(t)/k) with some a z I (mod m). For this we have first P = z(a)*z. 
Because of AI = z(j?)*t with p e Dk we have 1; = z(a)*l,. Hence ,I: = g(JT) 
= g(z(a)*Al) = iO(a).g(Al) = lo(a).&, which yields 2: = A,, in virtue of 
a = I (mod m)* Thus kO(&) is left fixed by 0. This completes a proof of 
our proposition. 
We define two subgroups LrbD), LJ$‘) of the group U,, of all units in k0 
as follows. 
t@‘) = {y. E U,,; Nko,kyo = 1 (mod tn)], 
U$? = {y. E Uo; Nko,kyo = 1 (mod flj, 
where Nk,,,k denotes the norm with respect to kJk. 
Similarly we set LP) = 1 +m, U (‘) = 1 +prDk in the unit group U in k. 
Then we have in the theory of multiplication for F: 
G(k(t)/k) z U/U? 
The translation theorem in the local class field theory shows that 
G(k,,(t)/k,-J z kg/kg), 
where k$‘) denotes the subgroup {a0 E k:; NkO,ka,, E NACtj,kk(r)*} of the 
multiplicative group k: in kO. 
We also define a subgroup khwJ in kz as follows: 
k5-j = {a0 E kz; NkO,ka,, E U@“)N~C~l,~k(t)*]. 
Then we see at once from the above 
HA0 z kp)/kg). 
When kO}k is unramified the group k$J’) is equal to k$)U$m) and so 
HA0 g Uhm)/U$JJ holds. Thus we obtain 
THEOREM I. Let A0 be a point of $nite order on F,,(!lJl). Then the field 
k,,(&) is an abehan extension of kO and, in.f&t, k,,(&) is the classjeld over 
kO corresponding to the subgroup kLwj in I& 
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COROLLARY. In the case that k,,/k is an unramljied extension, the exten- 
sion k,,(&,)/kO is totally ramijed and abelian, and moreover we have an 
isomorphism G(k,,(&)/kJ g UO/Uhm). 
3. AN EXPLICIT RECIPROCITY LAW 
Finally we give an explicit formula for the reciprocity law by means of 
the multiplication for FO. 
Let Y,, be a unit of k,, such that NkO,ky,, E 0. For T = (y;‘, kO(t)/kO) we 
have from the translation law for norm residue symbols 
CY; ‘9 ko(Wo) = WW~Y; ‘7 MO/W. 
Then we have ?’ = l(NkO,ky,,)*t from the Lubin-Tate formula. Hence we 
see readily 1; = i(Nk,,,kyO) *Al. Thus we obtain 
4 = cfK~ = dm = d~~~ko,kYOPM = ~owko,kYoh&~ 
= ~OWk~,kYO~ -10. 
By making use of Lubin’s notation: l,,(y) = [YjFO, we have obtained 
THEOREM 2. Let yO be a unit of kO such that N,,O,kyO c D holds. Then we 
have 
@O- I, ~I(,~IJ;‘%) = [N ~O,~YcJ&J* 
Remark. We note that the similar formula holds for all points q. in 
!I0 = M(Pr7 F(W)): 
VO lye- ” k”““ko’ = [~ko,k~o]&,Jo). 
Furthermore, our formula coincides of course with the Lubin-Tate 
formula in the case of D = Dk and PO .= F. In fact, we can express the 
endomorphism [ylFO in this case such as [Y],-O by means of a Frobenius 
endomorphism f. of Fo, i.e. [ylFO = [YlfO. 
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